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Tell us about yourself
“I’m a senior professor here; I finish my full time work here this spring. I have a halftime contract
for next year and then I’ll be retired. In one sense I’m at the end of a career, which is an interesting
way to look back over several decades. I have some institutional memory–I remember all the things
that have happened over that time. I’m a concert pianist but I’m also a painter. For me those things
are really the same impulse coming out in different manifestations. So I hope that my playing is
colorful and that my painting is lyrical. They must overlap because they are expressing the artistic
impulse that moves me, and what the Lord has given me to say in the world. One is sound and one
is visual, but other than that they could almost be the same thing. I’m a guy who is dealing with
crippling arthritis and I’m coming to the end of my ability to play the concert literature, and now
painting is a thing I can do even if I cannot move my fingers. They affect one another, the music and
the painting. Painting is still a kind of a performance, because my medium is transparent watercolor, and in water color there is no white paint. You just have to leave that spot alone. So you unpaint
that place. That calls for some planning, discipline, and forethought. You work around that place
you want to have as the most important spot on the paper, where you never really touched it at all.
I love that and it’s a musical thing in its own way.”
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Tell us about the process of painting watercolors
“There are all kinds of ways to paint with watercolor, but my style is representative. It’s impressionistic. You paint the shadows and leave the white alone, or at least well enough for your mind
to complete the picture–and there the object is. My process starts with drawing. A good watercolorist isn’t super careful with every brush stroke. In order to be this loose with my painting my
drawing has to be rather tight. I draw the objects first, and then I remove most of the graphite from
the paper before I ever paint. I just want to see a faint impression of where the drawing was. After
that it’s almost like dancing. If you watch me paint, I’m moving all the time. I’m trying to paint this
way to leave a little something to your imagination. What I’m after is just a sense of place, a sense
of being there. After that I’ll stop. I don’t want it to seem careless; I want it to seem effortless.”

How do you glorify Christ through your artwork?
“I think the hero of every one of my paintings is the light. The light reveals things. I want to go
out there and catch the light. I want to be there. This really is a celebration of the light, and it
was God who envisioned something called light and said that it would be superimposed on the
darkness. If I’m walking down the street and I see the light hit something in an interesting way,
I’ll want to paint it. That could be you, or it could be a piano, a car, or it could be a dumpster–I
don’t care. It’s about the light for me, every time. That’s my metaphor and that’s why I’m painting.”
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